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LT COLONEL MICHAEL DuPERIER
Lieutenant Colonel Michael S. DuPerier is the
Commander of the 19th Special Operations Squadron,
Hurlburt Field, Florida. Lieutenant Colonel DuPerier
commands the nation’s most advanced mission
rehearsal organization and mission qualification
school. He directs the management of over $270
million in modeling, simulation, and training resources
used to conduct initial qualification and refresher
training as well as combat mission rehearsal and
distributed simulation operations.
He leads an
integrated team of up to 233 military, government, and
industry personnel in planning, executing, and
coordinating all special operations forces distributed
simulations, mission rehearsal exercises, mission training operations, resource implementation, and long
range planning.
Lt Col DuPerier received his commission through the Reserve Officer Training Corps at Southeast
Missouri State University. He completed Undergraduate Pilot Training in 1987 and has served as a pilot,
instructor pilot, evaluator and Chief of Wing Safety. He has served on a major command staff and been a
squadron director of operations. Lt Col DuPerier is a command pilot with more than 3000 hours in the T37, C-130E, and AC-130H. He has flown contingency and combat missions over Bosnia, Somalia, Haiti,
and Afghanistan. Lieutenant Colonel DuPerier is an alumnus of Air Command and Staff College and
completed senior development education as a National Defense Fellow at the Ohio State University’s
Mershon Center.
Lt Col DuPerier’s wife, Penny, is from Dexter, MO. They have three children: Zack, Will, and Megan.

FLIGHT INFORMATION:
Rating: Command Pilot
Flight hours: 3000+
Aircraft flown: T-37, C-130E, and AC-130H

MAJOR AWARDS AND DECORATIONS:
Bronze Star Medal
Meritorious Service Medal with one oak leaf cluster
Air Force Commendation Medal with one oak leaf cluster
Air Medal
Aerial Achievement Medal with four oak leaf clusters
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Profile: AC-130 Gunship
The AC-130 Spectre gunship which the
Americans are using for special operations
in southern Afghanistan was designed for
close support of ground forces. It is a
development of the C-130 Hercules
transport aircraft and as such is slow,
flying at less than 300mph, but has a range
of at least 1,500 miles without needing to
refuel and can loiter over a combat area
for some time.
The AC-130s are operated by the US Air Force's special operations group, based at Hurlburt Field, Florida.
They have several big guns projecting from the left side of the fuselage: either two 40mm cannons or a
25mm Gatling gun that can fire up to 1,800 rounds per minute, depending on the version, and 40mm and
105mm cannons.
Computerised: Although based on an old Hercules transport plane, the AC-130 has one of the most
complex aircraft weapon systems. It uses television, infra-red and radar sensors to locate ground targets,
even at night. Uniquely, in the latest type, the targeting computers can follow two separate targets with two
different sensors and fire two different guns. Former crew members say that, in practice, the guns were
never fired simultaneously - and the ammunition load was an issue, so it was used sparingly. The newest
AC-130U version - known as Spooky II - has twice the ammunition capacity.
Large crew: The aircraft has more than a dozen crew: Pilot, co-pilot, navigator, fire control officer,
electronic warfare officer, flight engineer, operators for its TV camera and infra-red detection set, a
loadmaster, and four or five "gunners" - who reload the weapons which are normally controlled from the
flight deck.
Although regarded as a highly successful machine - used most recently in support of operations in Panama,
Grenada, the Gulf War and Bosnia - its slowness and typical low operating altitude make it vulnerable to
ground fire. It does have a system that drops chaff and flares to counter radar and infra-red guided missiles.
There are also heat shields under the engines to try to mask them from heat-seeking missiles. Even so, one
AC-130 was shot down in Iraq by a surface-to-air missile. The other recent loss was in Somalia when, it is
thought, a round exploded in one of the plane's cannons. There are 21 of the two types of AC-130 on
"active duty", according to the US Air Force.
© BBC News

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/1602000.stm
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MEMOS FROM THE SPECTRE ASSOCIATION BOARD
President's

Message

Another reunion in the bank. I hope you all had as much fun seeing old friends as I did. Of
course the hurricanes did make the planning a bit stressful. Very large thanks to Bill Allen for the hard
work he put into getting it squared away after the Four Points got smashed and condemned.
Things started a bit tense as the membership expressed their dissatisfaction with the way next
years reunion location was selected. This led to a lengthy discussion on the wording of several items in the
By Laws, specifically with regards to membership and the reunion. We spent a protracted but very useful
Saturday morning hashing out the wording to make it a matter of Order for the future and not a matter left
to the discretion of the Board. I think all came a way with a feeling of accomplishment and satisfaction that
such a sticky topic had been dealt with. As a bottom line…the reunion will be held in Biloxi….see details
else ware in the Spotlight on the website. Voting for the new board members is a formality as after all the
nominated where contacted only enough to fill the vacant seats agreed to run.
We will be hosting the Easter picnic for the Gunship Squadrons on 9 Apr. Current location is the
Hurlburt Picnic grounds (under repair at the moment). The C-47 and C-119 organizations are still
interested in join with Spectre under a “gunship” umbrella organization and they will be helping with the
picnic. We will also be hosting a Mini Reunion on 22 Apr in support of the SOF Warrior Foundation’s 25th
anniversary gathering of Eagle Claw (Desert One). Gunship participation in that operation was recently
declassified and some of the veterans of that mission will be speaking at a symposium to be held on 25 Apr
at the Special Operations School. More details will be forthcoming. Check www.SpecialOperation.org for
the latest on the Eagle Claw event and our website for the latest on our mini reunion.
See everyone in Biloxi! Winchester……Safe the gun……..

Tim Shaffer
4 SOS, 16 SOS, 18 FTS, 19 SOS
It's the soldier, not the reporter who gives you the freedom of the press. It's the soldier, not the poet who
gives you the freedom of speech. It's the soldier, not the campus organizer who allows you to demonstrate.
It's the soldier, who salutes the flag, serves the flag, whose coffin is draped with the flag that allows the
protester to burn the flag!!! "Lord, hold our troops in your loving hands. Protect them as they protect us.
Bless them and their families for the selfless acts they perform for us in our time of need. Amen."

I’m fixin’ to kick
somebody’s butt!!!
Let me guess,
Just-For-Men?
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Vice President’s Corner
Spectre Ladies and Gents,
A huge thank you goes to “Wild Bill" Allen for making everything come together after hurricane Ivan
plowed through our area. Not bad for a guy who worked out of a box and did his best work with his
"Thumb." Bill worked with the Sheraton Four Points staff, getting reservations transferred to the Wingate
Hotel in Destin. Bill cajole and prodded management at Destin’s American Legion Post #296 for a great
spread on Friday and a better meal on Saturday.
I returned to the board in January 2004. The first item that caught my attention was the lack of dues paying
annual members. We have over 750 members in our database but nearly one hundred are one and two
years behind in their dues. Dues are due and payable on 1 October each year (unless you are a Life Member
or Honorary).
Please look closely at your address label. On the top row, above your name it indicates the type of
membership you have (Annual – Honorary – Lifetime – Associate) as well as the last year you paid your
dues.
You know the Spectre Association must pay their bills the same as you. Your help is vital to the Spectre
Association in keeping our records up to date.
PLEASE PAY YOUR DUES!
Clyde
In God We Trust
IO's Do It With Flare(s)

Note From The Money Man!
As you will see from the Reunion Recap (posted on page 9), we lost a little money on this year's Reunion.
Considering we were hit with IVAN just prior to the Reunion, I think we did rather well. The continued
support of the general me mbership is what makes this organization viable. The 2005 Reunion is well on its
way to being one of the most successful yet! Biloxi and the Isle of Capri Casino Hotel are considerably
more expensive than Ft. Walton, but the amenities are much nicer. The continued success of our Reunion's
is totally dependent on the support of the membership, so book your rooms early and we will see all of you
in October!!!!
"Wild" Bill Allen
Treasurer - Spectre Association
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I’ve been flyin’
these since I was
this tall.

Yeah,
right!
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Comments From the Peanut Gallery (other “bored” members)!
Well, Mother Nature did it to us again. Another reunion passes without allowing us non pasture-poolplayin’ Spectres to wet a line. In spite of all the devastation from Ivan, the reunion was a great success
thanks to the last minute coordination pulled off by Wild Bill, the Sheraton 4-Points, Destin American
Legion Post # 296, and the Wingate Inn. We’ll see how the weather treats us next year. See y’all in Biloxi.
BRING MONEY!
Glenn Gaudette
Spectrefe@cox.net

I have been a member of the Spectre Association for more than 20 years. I was asked, and accepted, the
nomination for Board Member. I knew it was time for me to help you and the Spectre Association. You can
reach me at Phone 850-863-1253, e-mail: ldhickey3@cox.net. Contact me and I will bring your ideas and
requests to the board.
Larry Hickey
An extra special thanks goes out to Larry Hickey for providing the photographs that you see here in the
SpotLight, and on the web site.
First, and foremost, I would like to take the time to thank the people that had faith in me, and nominated me
for election to the Spectre Board of Governors. While it is an honor to serve on the Spectre Board, there is
another distinction that adds to the moment. I will be the first woman to serve as a board member of
Spectre, which makes me very proud.
I know that myself, and my fellow board members will do all that we can for the members, and to make
Spectre Association a great organization to be a member of.
Thank you
Bonnie Thrasher

Outgoing Board Members:
Hurricane Ivan did its best to thrash the Emerald Coast and trash the Spectre Reunion, but we persevered
once again. It has been my pleasure to represent the membership as a board member for the past few years,
but now it is time to let some "new blood" in on the action. I'm still going to be around to support the
efforts of the Spectre Association and am looking forward to the kick-off of the Gunship Association and
the continued camaraderie that exists with all Gunshippers. Looking forward to seeing you at the next
reunion.
Bernie Frakes

We gave Rick Myers the opportunity to say a few departing words. He was silent. This has got to be a day
that goes down in history, the first time Rick didn’t have anything to say! The Association Board would
like to thank Rick, all other past board members, and the entire general membership, for your dedication in
promoting and preserving our great organization.
For the latest Spectre Association information, visit: http://www.spectre-association.org
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Profile: AC-47 gunship
In the early 1960s, Air Force
Systems Command began experimenting
with side-firing weapons systems for
possible use in Vietnam in point defense
and night Close Air Support (CAS) roles.
In late 1964, the first gunship conversion of
a World War II Douglas C-47D was done.
The gunship version of the C-47D was
initially designated FC-47D (FighterCargo), but was changed to AC (Attack
Cargo) primarily because of complaints by
traditional fighter pilots. The aircraft had several nicknames: "Spooky", Puff the Magic Dragon", and
"Puff".
The AC-47D(S/N 43-48579) was equipped with three SUU-11A 7.62 mm "miniguns" with a
6,000 round per minute rate of fire. The miniguns were mounted in the aft left fuselage, one gun was
installed in the aft passenger door area. The other two guns were mounted just forward of the passenger
door with the gun barrels pointed out window ports. The AC-47D carried about 16,500 rounds of
ammunition on a typical mission.
For night missions, the aircraft carried approximately 48 MK-24 flares. Each flare would last up to
three minutes (Mod 3 version) and produced a light of 2 million candlepower. The delivery system was
extremely simple, the loadmaster armed and dropped the flare out the cargo door when the pilot signaled by
flashing a cargo compartment light.
As employed in Southeast Asia, the flight crew consisted of seven USAF personnel, as well as a
Vietnamese observer assigned to aid in the "delta" missions. The aircraft commander (pilot) fired the gun
while the copilot performs the normal piloting duties and coordinated the activities of the crew. In the
target area the navigator and Vietnamese Air Force observer (8th crewman if assigned) collaborate to
accurately pinpoint objectives and coordinate with the ground forces. Two gunners accomplish the
preflight, gun loading and in-flight troubleshooting of the SUU-11 guns. The loadmaster arms and
manually drops the flares from the rear entrance door upon a light signal from the aircraft commander. A
flight mechanic rounds out the crew and is responsible for aircraft systems operation.
The basic missions on which the AC-47 was employed were:
Defense of ground positions (friendly forts and outposts).
Escort and patrol.
Pre-planned strikes against suitable targets.
Forward air controlling for fighter strikes.
Initial attack procedures began with the aircraft in straight and level flight, and the target just
outside and forward of the left prop dome. Usual altitude is between 2500-3000 feet above ground level
(AGL); however, this could be adjusted to allow for such variables as weather, ground fire and target
identification difficulties. As the target passed under the engine cowling, the aircraft was rolled into a level
30° bank turn. When the (gun site) pipper came on target, firing was commenced in bursts of 3-7 seconds,
as required. When the pipper moved off the target to the rear, the firing was ceased and a slight turn was
made away from the target for repositioning and subsequent firing passes. If the pipper moved off the target
to the front, the degree of bank was increased to realign on target. Airspeed during the maneuver was
normally 120 knots indicated air speed (KIAS). Each minigun fired at a rate of 6000 rounds per minute.
This provided a coverage over an elliptical area approximately 52 yards in diameter, placing a projectile
within every 2.4 yards during a 3 second burst. The guns were configured for a 12° declination to allow
shallower bank angles and more precise aircraft control.
Wright Patterson AFB Museum
http://www.wpafb.af.mil/museum/research/attack/a6/a6-23.htm
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REUNION RECAP 2004
DEPOSITS

EXPENSES

Sept. 3
Sept. 14
Sept. 24
Oct. 13
Sub-Total

$1751.00
746.00
1245.00
4910.50
$8652.50

Dues L&A
Banks
Total

- 600.00
- 400.00
$7652.50

Am. Legion
Shirts
Wreaths
Hospitality
Icebreaker
Bar-B-Q
Steel Drum
Refunds
Total

$4622.00
1140.35
159.00
629.17
256.00
917.12
200.00
274.00
$8197.64

Loss on Reunion

-$545.14

So this is what they
mean by “Get a leg up!”

There’s always
somebody!
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See Jane run.
See Jane run after Spot.
See Spot bite Jane!

Dag-nabbit! How many
times I gotta tell ya, the
bar’s over there! Now go
get us a beer!

SSL04

I went cross-eyed after
having to watch two
pilots at the same time!
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Profile: AC-119 gunship
The AC-119G gunship, a
modified G-model, carried four 7.62mm
miniguns firing from the left side of the
aircraft. Equipped with a 20-kilowatt
illuminator, aluminum ceramic armor in
crew and cargo areas, a semi -automatic
flare-launching system, form in the fuel
tanks for fire suppression, and new
communications equipment, this was a
weapons system to be respected. In the
now classic gunship tactic, the AC-119G
flew a continuous left orbit to keep the
guns and sensors on the target. Fighter
aircraft made passes and after each pass had to reacquire the target with lost time on target which the
gunship tactic avoided. Success with the G-model led directly and quickly to the AC-119K with its two
auxiliary jet engines. Armed also with 20mm Gatling guns with more than 4,200 rounds of ammunition and
advanced avionics, the K-model proved to be even more effective.
Catchy gunship call signs were selected to provide unit cohesiveness and esprit de corps. The AC47 gunships and their people were Spooky. To that end, the AC-119G people adopted the name Shadow
and the follow-on AC-119K force became Stingers. The two AC-119 models had two completely different
missions. The Shadows provided troops in contact and airbase defense. Their business card advertised their
mission with a measure of humor, such as "When Uninvited Guests Drop In … Call for 'THE SHADOW.'"
We Provide: Lightning for All Occasions…," "We Defend: Special Forces Camps, Air Bases, Outposts,
Troops in Contact," and "Who Knows What Evil Lurks Below the Jungle Canopy? THE SHADOW
KNOWS!" The Stingers were devoted to the truck hunting mission especially on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
With their 20mm weapons in addition to their 7.62mm guns, they could very effectively destroy most
trucks used by the North Vietnamese.
The 4413th Combat Crew Training Squadron received its first AC-119K gunship Nov. 8, 1968.
This squadron had been organized at Lockbourne Air Force Base, Ohio, March 1, 1968, and assigned to the
1st Air Commando Wing with a mission to train gunship crews. The 71st Air Commando Squadron
(Reserve) was called to active duty at Lockbourne May 12. Although assigned to the 1st ACW at Hurlburt
Field, they received their gunship training at Lockbourne in the AC-119 and deployed to Southeast Asia in
late December for assignment to the 14th Special Operations Wing. Four gunships, two AC-119s and two
AC-130s, of the 4413th CCTS at Lockbourne deployed to Hurlburt Field for COMBAT RENDEZVOUS.
That exercise evaluated the ability of these gunships to strike targets close to friendly forces. The tests
validated their offset mode of fire control. Training during the first half of 1969 qualified 341 aircrew
members in the AC-119G/K gunships. The 18th SOS although assigned to the 1st SOW activated at
Lockbourne Jan. 25, 1969, to fly the AC-119. They received their first gunship March 5 and transferred to
Southeast Asia and assignment to Pacific Air Forces Oct. 1, 1969.
Hurlburt Webmaster
E-Mail: webmaster@hurlburt.af.mil
Have I told you
how good
looking I am?
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Tell me son, where y’all
land to shoot this thing?

Wake up dear, you’re
disturbing the potato
chips with your
snoring!!
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It was raining "cats and dogs" and I was late for physical training. Traffic was backed up at Fort Campbell,
Ky., and was moving way too slowly. I was probably going to be late and I was growing more and more
impatient.
The pace slowed almost to a standstill as I passed Memorial Grove, the site built to honor the soldiers who
died in the Gander airplane crash, the worst redeployment accident in the history of the 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault).
Because it was close to Memorial Day, a small American flag had been placed in the ground next to each
soldier's memorial plaque. My concern at the time, however, was getting past the bottleneck, getting out of
the rain and getting to PT on time.
All of a sudden, infuriatingly, just as the traffic was getting started again, the car in front of me stopped. A
soldier, a private of course, jumped out in the pouring rain and ran over toward the grove. I couldn't believe
it! This knucklehead was holding up everyone for who knows what kind of prank. Horns were honking. I
waited to see the butt-chewing that I wanted him to get for making me late.
He was getting soaked to the skin. His BDUs were plastered to his frame. I watched-as he ran up to one of
the memorial plaques, picked up the small American flag that had fallen to the ground in the wind and the
rain, and set it upright again.
Then, slowly, he came to attention, saluted, ran back to his car, and drove off. I'll never forget that incident.
That soldier, whose name I will never know, taught me more about duty, honor, and respect than a hundred
books or a thousand lectures.
That simple salute -- that single act of honoring his fallen brother and his flag -- encapsulated all the Army
values in one gesture for me. It said, "I will never forget.
I will keep the faith.
I will finish the mission.
I am an American soldier."
I thank God for examples like that.
And on this Memorial Day, I will remember all those who paid the ultimate price for my freedom, and one
private, soaked to the skin, who honored them.
Hey! That’s
MY beer!
Army Captain John Rasmussen
IS NOT! Get
your own!
Little do
they know,
I put hot
sauce in it!
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Nobody else will take
my picture, so I might
as well do it myself!

You know he always
acts goofy after a
couple of brewskis!

Hard to believe they had
cameras back then, huh?
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Here’s that dollar I
owe you from ‘72 !

That was $101
dollars Pal!

Short memory!

“This is the Police! Will
the person who owns
the flower-power VW
Thing please stand up!”
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I told him
his “Thing”
would get
him in BIG
trouble!
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SPECIAL EVENTS
Third Annual Gunship Family Picnic
The 3rd Annual Gunship Family Picnic will be held on April 9th at the Hurlburt Field Picnic Area.
Attendees will be active duty personnel and their families from the 4th , 16th and 19th Special Operations
Squadrons, along with members of the Spectre, Spooky and Stinger /Shadow Associations. Come out and
help support our active duty folks and their families. You will also get to enjoy some music from Stormin’
Norman Evans, good food from Mister “T” and the Two-Trees Restaurant, fun activities for the little
gunshippers, and just plane old socializing. There is no charge for this event, in other words IT’S FREE!

Special Operations Warrior Foundation
The Special Operations Warrior Foundation (SOWF) provides college scholarship grants, based on need,
along with financial aid and educational counseling to the children of Special Operations personnel who
were killed in an operational mission or training accident. This year the Foundation will celebrate its 25th
anniversary, along with remembering the 25th anniversary of Operation Eagle Claw, the nickname for the
daring rescue attempt of 66 Americans being held by militants in Tehran, Iran in 1980. The Eagle Claw
25th Anniversary Dinner will be held April 24, 2005 at the Emerald Coast Conference Center in Fort
Walton Beach, Fla.
Individual tickets cost $75 and corporate tickets start at $500.
For additional information about this event or the Warrior Foundation, please contact Edie Rosenthal at
(813) 805-9400.
The Foundation will also be sponsoring the Iran Hostage Rescue Mission Remembrance Golf Tournament
Eagle Claw/Rice Bowl 23 April 2005. There will be a 1300 Shotgun Start at Ft Walton Beach Pines and
Oaks Course and Hurlburt Gator Lakes. Ticket prices are $50.00 per person, which includes Golf and
Lunch. Prizes will be awarded.
You may visit their website at:
http://specialops.org
The Spectre Association is honored to conduct fundraisers for monetary donations in support of this great
organization for our fallen comrades-in-arms.

Short Notice Mini Gunship Reunion
A mini Gunship Reunion will be held at the Hurlburt Enlisted Hooch on Friday, April 22,
2005, beginning at 1700 hours. T-shirts and various Spectre Association wares will be
available for purchase. All proceeds from this event will be donated to the Special
Operations Warrior Foundation.
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2005 Reunion Information
"Magnolia Reunion"
October 7-9, 2005
Biloxi, MS
The 32nd Annual Spectre Reunion will be held at the Isle of Capri Casino Hotel,
Biloxi, Mississippi. The trip from Ft. Walton to Biloxi is approximately 3 hours, so plan
ahead! Review the areas below and make your reservations NLT the date listed
below in the Reservation section. Reservation forms for the Reunion itself will be out
shortly so you can pre-order your shirts and we will have a better idea on how many
to expect. You will notice that golf and fishing are not listed on the agenda, not to
worry; we will have that in place in the time for the Reunion.

Schedule of Events
Friday - October 7

Welcome Reception
C-Six Palms Salon - Isle of Capri
5:00 pm - 11:59 pm

Saturday - October 8
Business Meeting
C-Saints Combined
10:00 am - 12:00 pm
Dinner Reception
C-Six Palms Salon
5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Sunday - October 9
Golf & Fishing
TBD

Reception by the Pool
Deer Island Pool Deck
5:00 pm - 11:59 pm
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